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1.1. RECAP: C vs C++. TESTING YOUR PROGRAMMING SKILLS 

Course basics 

The Object Oriented Programming course is focused on the C++ language. 

We will be using the DevC++ environment available locally in the laboratory. 

Structure of the program 

Both C and C++ share the following source code structure 

 Include section – it includes both standard libraries (via < > separators) and custom libraries (via 

“ “ separators) 

o Using #include 

o Standard libraries are expected to be in common pathways found by the compiler 

o Custom libraries (usually part of your project) are in uncommon places 

o C++ standard libraries do not need the .h suffix in the file name 

 Define section 

o Global macro definitions 

o Can use small letters, large letters and some symbols (including underscore character _) 

 Namespace 

o The keyword “using namespace” are used to mark the beginning of a new namespace 

 Global variables 

 Function prototypes 

 Function declarations 

o Including function bodies separated by { } 

o Exactly one of these (not more, not less) functions is called main, and it is the entry 

point in the program 

o Failing to have a function called main in your code can trigger errors in DevC++ 

 



Arrays vs vectors 

 C uses arrays to store multiple data of a single type 

o Example of array  

char * name = “John Smith”; 

 C++ introduces vector, string, as a special type of class-based variable. 

 As a good practice, please do not use vector, string when referring to arrays both in writing and 

while speaking! 

 

Classes vs structures 

 Both share a similar internal composition 

 struct can hold ONLY data members, although functions can be added indirectly by having data 

items of type pointer (pointing to a particular function) and its members are implicitly set with 

the public access modifier 

 class can hold both data and function members, and its values are implicitly set with the public 

access modifier 

 

Operators work the same way between C and C++. 

 Assignment operator ( =  ) 

o Example of use x=5;  

  Arithmetic operators ( +, -, *, /,  % ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Compound assignment (+=, -=, *=, /=, %=, >>=, <<=, &=, ^=, |=) 

o Can you think of examples of their use? 

 Increment decrement (++,  -- ) 

o You typically use them in for loops 

 Relational and comparison operators ( ==, !=, >, <, >=, <= ) 

operator description 

== Equal to 

!= Not equal to 

< Less than 

> Greater than 

<= Less than or equal to 

>= Greater than or equal to 

 

 

operator description 

+ addition 

- subtraction 

* multiplication 

/ division 

% modulo 



 Logical operators ( !, &&, || ) 

operator description 

! Not 

&& Logical/Boolean AND 

|| Logical/Boolean OR 

 

 Conditional ternary operator (? : ) 

o Typically uses less assembler instructions than an if /else statement 

o (condition) ? instruction_for_true : instructon_for_false; 

o Example of use to compute max  

                           max = (a>b) ? a : b; 

 Comma operator ( , ) 

o Typical use case, in enumerations (like the arguments of a function) 

 Bitwise operators  ( &, |, ^, ~, <<, >> ) 

o Typical use cases when bit-bang-ing hardware registers in low level programming 

operator description 

& Bitwise AND 

| Bitwise inclusive OR 

^ Bitwise exclusive OR 

~ Unary complement (bit inversion) 

<< Shift bits left 

>> Shift bits right 

 Cast operator 

o Typical use case, to change the type of a variable (required to solve some warnings in 

modern versions of C++) 

int i; 
float f; 
i = (int) f; //changes the type from floating point to fixed point  
 

 Sizeof operator 

o To return size of variable in memory (in bytes) 

o has variable type as parameter (not variable name) 

o Examples  

sizeof(int)    will return  4 (on most machines) 

Basic input output. 

 C++ uses iostream typically, and emplys cout to write to the console, cin to read from the 

console 

o Writing to console 

cout << “Hello”; 
cout << 120; 
cout << i; 
o Reading from keyboard 



int number; 

cin >> number; 

o cin.get() one way to keep the program running until you press a key 

 C uses stdio.h usually 

o Writing to console 

o printf(“%d, number); 

o Reading from keyboard – scanf always needs a pointer-type in argument 2!  

o scanf(“%d”, &number); 

o getch(); from conio.h to keep the program running until you keypress. 

 

Testing your programming skills 

It is assumed you have graduated the Computer Programming and the Data Structures and Algorithm 

classes. 

 

As such, you should be able to achieve the following on your own, individually. 

 

1. Write a simple Hello World example in either C or C++, your preference. 

 

2. Solve the following problem.  

Print the numbers from 1 to 100. For any number divisible with 3 print “fizz”, for any number divisible 

with 5 print “buzz”, instead of the number. In all the other cases print the number itself. 

Have all values separated by a single space character, as separator. 

Notes – to solve the exercise properly, the separator should not include a new line, tab or more or less 

than a single space. You should use the lower case letters for fizz and buzz. 

Example 

1 2 fizz 4 buzz [...] 14 fizzbuzz 16 […] 

 

Comparison between procedural programming and object oriented programming 

Procedural programming (C) relies on bodies of code called functions to implement functionality. Data 

and functions access and manipulation separate. Low means for access control. Really fast. Low memory 

footprint. Example of use:  the Linux kernel, coding the major languages (c++, Java, python etc). 

 

Object oriented programming (C++, Java) rely on entities that combine data+functions, called classes 

(their definition), objects (each of their implementations). Better access control via access modifiers, 

both for data members and function members. Not so fast. Larger memory footprint. Example of use: 

Android framework. 

 

1.2. REMINDER: VARIABLES vs. FUNCTIONS IN PROGRAMMING 



We start the discussion in this laboratory with the basic notions we will work with and with which the 

student is already familiar from disciplines “Computer Programming” (PC) and “DATA Structures and 

Algorithms”(SDA). 

We begin with the notions of variable and then function. Variable refers to a quantity of data in time 

and the function has the role to describe the means by which we process variables. 

A variable has the following components: 

 Data type (int, float, double, bool, char, string etc) 

 Variable name (naming conventions from PC apply) 

 Address (location in memory that stores the variable) 

 Value (respecting the type of variable so it has a certain format) 

Note! Rules of naming variables are the following: 

 Must contain between 1 and 255 characters 

 First character must be a letter from the alphabet or an underscore(_) – aka not a number 

 After the first character we can have both letters, numbers and underscore(_) 

 It is case sensitive  

 Spaces or special characters are not allowed 

 Special keywords (reserved)in C/C++ are not allowed to be used as names 

A function has the following components: 

 Return type / type of data returned (if it returns nothing the return type is void, with a few 

exceptions in C++) 

 Function name (naming conventions from PC apply) 

 Parameters aka. arguments (each parameter has a parameter type and a parameter name and 

due to a C++ feature called POLYMORPHISM or FUNCTION OVERLOADING the order of these 

parameters also matters) 

 The function body (containing a series of instruction within its scope – the region of code 

marked by { } ) 

Next, a reminder of the difference between declaration and definition in C/C++ terminology. Overall: 

definition = declaration +resource allocation 

In conclusion, for variables: 

 A variable is declared if we provide the data type and name.  

string name; 

 A variable is defined if we provide a value (and the compiler allocates an address). 

string name = "a text"; 



And for functions: 

 A function is declared (or we provide its prototype/its signature) if we specify the return type, 

the name and the type (and order) of arguments. 

      int foo (double , int );  //minimal required for declaration 

 A function is defined if we also provide the parameter names and the function body 

     int foo (double x, int y)  

     { 

Instruction1; 

Instruction2; 

     }   

Important: in all programs that we write it is important to indent instructions within the closest scope 

(the closest pair of “{“”}”) by using either the TAB key or 4 spaces (the latter is recommended for cross 

OS development). This way we notice if the accolades are closed properly (each opening “{“ has a 

corresponding closing “}” ). 

1.3. THE CONCEPT OF “CLASS” vs “DATA STRUCTURE” 

In the course SDA, you were familiarized with the concept of structure/union as a collection of data. 

C++ introduces the concept of class as a collection of data and the functions used to process it. 

The class definition syntax is the following: 

class class_name 

{ 

  declarations and /or definitions of member elements 

}; 

Special notices: 

 The keyword class is always spelled with small caps (including the c) 

 All words are case sensitive in C/C++ including the class name 

 After the name of the class there are no round parentheses (classes are not functions) 

 After the closing } we need to always place the ; 

1.4. ELEMENTS OF A CLASS – MEMBERS: ATRIBUTES AND METHODS 

When we want to build new types of data that did not exist before in the C++ language, we should use 

the Class type. The keyword used to create it is “class”, and it is reserved by C++ (it can’t be used as a 



variable name in the C++ source code). The Class is the newly defined data type. The Objects are the 

instances of a class. We can create as many objects (instances) of a class type we defined in our 

program.   

A class has two main elements: Attributes (data members) and Methods (member functions) 

 The Attributes identify the properties that the new data type we define can have. The attributes 

are actually implemented via the variables known in C++. Just as any variables, attributes must 

have a type and a name (egg: int weight, double real, string name …). Example: a newly defined 

class named “Complex” can have as attributes: the real part of the number and the imaginary 

part of the number. Another example, a newly defined class called “Person” can have a set of 

attributes including: surname, name, age, weight.   

 

 The Methods are possible actions that can be accomplished using the attributes. The methods 

are identified in procedural programming as functions that have a data type, a name, a function 

body (that describes how the function works) and sometimes a return value (computed based 

on the function’s data types). A class can have 4 standard types of methods (Setters, getters, 

constructors and destructors) as well as specific methods suitable for each class. 

 

For any class we can write a set of special methods:  

 The “setter” methods are used to indirectly set the values for class attributes 

 The “getter” methods are used to indirectly get the values for class attributes  

 The “constructors” are used to initialize the attributes to a known value as well as provide 

additional resources (through memory allocation, if the class needs it) 

 The “destructors” are used to free the resources allocated by the constructors 

 

The order of operations is to first use a setter then a getter. The setter is used first to place in the 

attribute a known value, and avoid having bugs caused by uninitialized variables in our source code, 

which can be difficult to debug and can seem to appear randomly. 

Setter methods will have a void return type, because they do not return anything, but will have an 

argument: the value to be set. Getter methods will have a return type for the type of variable (from the 

available attributes) they return, and doesn’t need to have an argument.  

As example, if we consider the complex class described above, the getter for the real part of the number 

will return a double and the getter for the imaginary pat of the number will return a double. If we 

consider the person class, the getter for surname will return a string, the getter for age will return an int, 

etc…  

The compiler will deduce that the method is a getter or a setter based on the presence or absence of the 

function argument. If the method has an argument it will call the setter, if it has no argument it will call 



the getter. The concept behind this compiler behavior is called polymorphism, and it will be discussed in 

detail in a latter lab. 

A special kind of methods are represented by the constructors. Each class has an implicit constructor 

that is always called upon the creation of a new object. If the programmer does not specify one’s own 

constructor, the compiler will use the implicit constructor (which does not add any instructions to the 

source code). As programmers, we can write our own implicit constructor. In this later case, the 

compiler will not automatically create a constructor. The implicit constructor can be used to provide 

default values for the object instance attributes, upon the creation of the object, and thus avoiding 

calling the setter method for that object. 

There are three ways to set values in the attributes:  

 Directly:  it is not the desired way in object oriented programming because we want to protect 

the attributes in order to avoid receiving unwanted values. We used to set variables directly in 

procedural programming. 

 Indirectly via the setter:  it is the preferred way to be used by object oriented programmers, 

since we can perform additional checks (filters) regarding the value (and sanity) of the attribute 

values. Example:  if we want to set the attribute denominator of a fraction object, then in the 

setter method we should check the value to write is non-zero (to avoid divide by 0 in the 

fraction – leading to undefined results). 

 Indirectly via the implicit constructor.  This method can be used when we don’t want to use a 

setter and we are ok with each object of the given class type being initialized to the same 

default values. 

The last kind of standard methods are specific to each class type in particular. For example, for the class 

Person we can associate the methods: Eat(), Diet(), Exercise(), PersonalProfile(). Another example, for 

the class Gun we can associate the methods: LoadBullets(), Fire (), SetSafety ()..etc. 

1.5. CONTROLLING ACCESS INTO ATRIBUTES AND METHODS: ACCESS MODIFIERS 

Is performed via an access modifier (also called accessor) followed by the “:”. 

The access modifiers are:  

 public (elements accessible from anywhere) 

 protected (elements accessible only within the class and its children/derived classes, but 

inaccessible in other classes or the exterior (including main))  

 private (data accessible only inside the class and nowhere else in the code).   

In the current lab we will illustrate the effect of the “public” accessor. For a class, we want the attributes 

to remain private, the setter, getter and constructor methods to be done inside the class, and we will 

define these methods outside the class because the public accessor allows it. 

As a first example we will create a class to model a complex number, named “Complex”. 



The attributes (data members) of the Complex class are: the real part of the complex number _re and 

the imaginary part of the complex number _im. These don’t have accessors (access modifiers) so they 

will be private, inaccessible from outside the class. As a form of good practice we will prefix the 

attributes with the “_” character, to distinguish attributes from methods. The methods are called Re(), 

and Im(). As a form of good practice we use the CamelCase naming convention for method names 

(designation formed by concatenating the words of the method name contain upper for the first letter 

and lower for the other, for each word in the designation except the first word, which can be all 

lowercase) 

1.6. DATA ENCAPSULATION AS METHOD OF PROTECTING THE ATRIBUTES 

We introduced before the access modifiers that can control access into member data.   

By default after the opening { the class is private. This restriction allows the programmer to better 

control access into classes. Some classes can be part of proprietary code, code not intended for future 

modifications (support) or simply to separate various skills in  programming (like the low level 

programmer whose job is to implement via bit flipping register programming basic read and write, on 

top of which other programmers implement higher level abstractions). As such, only certain methods 

are accessible for outside code, and access into attributes is done only via those methods. This also 

allows for better source control during development, and helps with debugging (by reducing the source 

code pathways that can change a piece of data).   

This is different than in the C (or C++) language behavior of access into the struct data type. The data 

members inside the structure is always accessible from the outside (so the access modifier for struct is 

always public).   

For classes, the opposite is true. Implicitly, all data members of a class are private, so they can’t be 

accesses outside the class unless we use accessors.  

1.7. INHERITANCE AS A MEANS TO EFFICIENTLY USE DATA 

In procedural programming (that does not use classes and objects) we can reuse code already written by 

using functions we can call with various parameters so as not to rewrite the same code multiple times in 

various places. 

In object oriented programming, we can reuse the code written in classes if we can use the concept of 

inheritance. WE have two concepts, a BASE class, that has its attributes and methods and one (or more) 

DERIVED (or CHILD) class(es) which can use the attributes and methods in the base class, but can also 

have their own traits (additional member data and or methods). 

If data is declared publicly, it is accessible from anywhere. It is not recommended to declare attributes 

public. 

If data is declared protected then they are accessible in both base and its derived classes. 



If data is private we can only access it in the base class. 

 

1.8.NAMESPACES AND THE RESOLUTION OPERATOR 

C++ introduces the concept of namespace through which we can have two variables or functions with 

the same name, but different functionality (like register which for low level hardware programming 

means programming bits in registers but in higher level Inter Process Communication programming can 

mean being added to a queue to get notified in the future of an event). 

The solution to this problem is to use namespaces with different names in which to place variables or 

function with the same name, to distinguish among them. 

Classes can be considered a special kind of namespaces, so we can conclude we can have methods with 

the same name in different classes without causing a compilation problem. 

In order to tell the compiler to which namespace a given element belongs we need to use the scope 

resolution operator which is "::" (4 dots). 

The most common use case of namespace in C++ is from <iostream> library, which defined the 

namespace std, holding entities such as std::cin, std::cout, std::endl, data types like std::string. In order 

to tell C++ we intend to use elements from std we use the instruction  

using namespace std; 

which means we later can use cout, cin, endl, string directly. 

The following program illustrates these concepts: 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

namespace space1 

{ 

 void function1() 

 { 

  cout << “Function in namespace1”<<endl; 

} 

} 

namespace space2 

{ 

 void function1() 



 { 

  cout << “Function in namespace2”<<endl; 

} 

} 

int main() 

{ 

//calling function1 from space1 

 space1::function1(); 

//calling function1 from space2 

 space2::function1(); 

 return 0; 

} 

Output from executing this program will be: 

Function in namespace1 

Function in namespace2 

 

1.9. ACCESS OPERATOR INTO CLASS MEMBERS 

The resolution operator only provides the belonging information for a function to a given namespace or 

to call a function from a different namespace. 

To call elements of a class we can use the access operator “.” and since we are dissuaded from calling 

attributes directly from outside the class we will typically use it only when calling functions. 

OBJECT . METHOD () // FROM OBJECT CALL METHOD 

 

1.10. CLASS IMPLEMENTATION: COMPLEX AND PERSON 

As a first example we will create a class to model a complex number, named “Complex”. 

The attributes (data members) of the Complex class are: the real part of the complex number _re and 

the imaginary part of the complex number _im. These don’t have accessors (access modifiers) so they 

will be private, inaccessible from outside the class. As a form of good practice we will prefix the 

attributes with the “_” character, to distinguish attributes from methods. The methods are called Re(), 

and Im(). As a form of good practice we use the CamelCase naming convention for method names 

(designation formed by concatenating the words of the method name contain upper for the first letter 

and lower for the other, for each word in the designation except the first word, which can be all 

lowercase).  



We will define a setter and a getter for both Re() and Im(), for a total of 4 methods. 

The fifth method will be the constructor.  

 

The following example source code creates the Complex class: 

#include <iostream> 

 

using namespace std; 

 

class Complex //create a new class type named Complex 

{ 

// no accessor here means we are using the default – private for the 

following (until the next accessor) – so for _re and _im 

 double _re; // declare the two attributes as private _re and _im

 double _im; // prefix the attributes with _ to distinbguish them from 

methods 

 //from here onward the accessor is public (methods are public for this 

class example) 

 public: 

  //declaring the class methods inside the class 

  //we can define them outside the class due to the “public:” 

accessor 

   

  void Re(double val); //setter method for Re() - public 

  void Im(double val); //setter method for Im() – public 

  double Re(); //getter method for Re() - public 

  double Im(); //getter method for Im() - public 

   

  Complex(); //implicit constructor for class Complex 

   

}; 

//the scope resolution (::) operator below says Re() belongs to class Complex 

void Complex::Re(double r)//define setter method for real part, argument r 

{    

 _re=r; //attribute _re is set with value from method Re() argument r  

} 

 

void Complex::Im(double i)// define setter method for imaginary part, 

argument i 

{ 

 _im=i; // attribute _im is set with value from method Im() argument i 

} 

 

double Complex::Re() // define getter method for real part 

{    

 return _re; 

} 

 

double Complex::Im() // define getter method for imaginary part 

{ 

 return _im; 

} 

 



 

Complex::Complex()//define class Complex constructor 

{ 

 //Need the scope operator (::) since we are outside the Complex class  

 // scope. Useful for multi-class multi-file .cpp programs  

 _re =0.0; //set default values for attributes 

 _im =0.0; //to avoid uninitialization problems if not using setter 

method 

 //upon object creation they are initialized with values from 

constructor 

} 

 

int main() 

{ 

 double real,imag; 

 Complex c0;//create object named c0, as instance of class Complex 

   //using setters 

 cout<<"real part is:"; //cout is iostream’s printf equivalent 

 cin>>real; //cin is iostream’s scanf equivalent 

// notice the difference in direction of the  >> << operators  

// used for cout and cin 

 cout<<"imaginary part is:"; 

 cin>>imag; 

 c0.Re(real); 

 c0.Im(imag); 

 // print attributes using getters 

 cout <<"Complex number entered by keyboard is: "<<c0.Re()<< " + " << 

c0.Im()<<"i\n"; 

  

 Complex c1; //create object named c1, as instance of class Complex 

   //use setters to set values in c1 

 c1.Re(2.0); //use setter to set C1’s real part 

 c1.Im(3.5); // use setter to set C1’s imaginary part 

 // print attributes using getters 

 cout <<"Complex number obtained by using setters is: "<<c1.Re()<< " + " 

<< c1.Im()<<"i\n"; 

  

 Complex c2;//create object named c2, as instance of class Complex 

 //will get it’s values from implicit constructor 

 cout <<" Complex number obtained by using implicit constructor 

is:"<<c2.Re()<< " + " << c2.Im()<<"i\n"; 

 return 0; 

} 

 
 
 

The second example studied is class Person. This class will have as attributes: Surname, Name, Age, 

Weight.  We will code the setter and getter for each of the 4 attributes, and then the implicit constructor to 

initialize object instances of class Person with attributes of default value. 

As standard methods we will implement: 

 Method TestAge() – it will take a number from the keyboard and test if it is between thresholds 

set by the programmer and only if it passes the sanity check it can be set for the person 



 

 Method Eat() – if the person has its weight between thresholds set by the programmer, it will 

increase the weight attribute by 10 (kilograms). If the upper threshold is met or exceeded (the 

person is overweight), we return an error message (instead of increasing parameter weight).  

 

 Method Diet() – if the person has its weight between thresholds set by the programmer, it will 

decrease the weight attribute by 10 (kilograms). If the lower threshold is reached we return an 

error message instead. By imposing the lower threshold, we can avoid obtaining a negative 

weight value (as a consequence of applying the Diet() method and decreasing the weight by 10).  

 

 Method Profile() – will return the state of the person’s weight: thin, normal, overweight etc. 

 

Let’s examine the source code for this class: 

#include <iostream> 

 

using namespace std;  //std namespace includes definitions for iostream  

 

class Person 

{ 

 string _surname,_name; //class Person attributes - private 

 int _age,_weight; 

  

 public: 

   

  void Surname(string n); //setter for surname 

  void Name(string p); //setter for name 

  string Name(); //getter for name – notice the string type used 

  string Surname(); //getter for surname 

  void Age(int a); //setter for age 

  int Age(); //getter for age 

   

  int TestAge(); //public standard methods 

  int Eat(); 

  int Diet(); 

  int Profile(); 

   

  Person();//declaration of implicit constructor for class Person 

   

}; 

 

void Person::Surname(string n) //setter for surname 

{ 

 _surname=n; 

} 

 

void Person::Name(string p) //setter for name 

{ 

 _name=p; 

} 

 

string Person::Surname() //getter for surname 



{ 

 return _surname; 

} 

 

string Person::Name() //getter for name 

{ 

 return _name; 

} 

 

int Person::Age() //getter for age 

{ 

 return _age; 

} 

 

void Person::Age(int a) 

{ 

 _age=a; 

} 

 

int Person::TestAge() 

{//set age if within thresholds 

 int a; 

 do 

 { 

  cout<<"Insert person age : "; 

  cin>>a; 

  

 }while(a<0 || a>200); //test if age is valid 

 _age=a; 

 return _age; 

} 

 

int Person::Eat()//standard method 

{ 

  if(_weight<=80)//test for upper threshold – person overweight 

  { 

   _weight=_weight+10; 

  } 

  else{ 

    cout<<"Person can’t eat anymore and need to diet first.\n"; 

    } 

   

  return _weight; 

} 

 

int Person::Diet() 

{ 

 if(_weight<=30)//test for lower threshold – person too thin 

 { 

  cout<<"Person too thin to diet and needs to eat first.\n"; 

  

 } 

 else{ 

   _weight=_weight-10; 

  } 

 return _weight; 

} 



 

 

int Person::Profile() 

{ 

 switch(_weight) 

 { 

  case 30: 

   cout<<"Person is underweight.\n"; 

   break; 

  case 40: 

   cout<<"Person is too thin.\n"; 

   break; 

  case 50: 

   cout<<"Person is thin.\n"; 

   break; 

  case 60: 

   cout<<"Person is normal.\n"; 

   break; 

  case 70: 

   cout<<"Person is a little overweight.\n"; 

   break; 

  case 80: 

   cout<<"Person is overweight\n"; 

   break; 

  default: 

   cout<<"Error establishing profile.\n"; 

   break; 

 } 

} 

  

Person::Person() // define the constructor for class Person 

{ 

 _surname="Doe"; 

 _name="John"; 

 _age=30; 

 _weight=60; 

} 

 

int main() 

{ 

 Person standard;//using implicit constructor 

 cout <<"Complete implicit student name is : "<<standard.Name()<<" 

"<<standard.Surname()<<"\n"; 

  

 Person student;//using setters 

 student.Surname("Smith");//object student calls setter method Surname() 

and the _surname attribute for the object will take the value "Smith" 

 student.Name("John"); 

 cout <<"Student  "<<student.Name()<<" "<<student.Surname()<<" is 

"<<student.Age()<<" years old.\n"; 

 

 student.Age(40);//using setters 

 cout<<"New student age is "<<student.Age()<<" years old.\n"; 

  

 //setting the age after checking for sane limits 

 cout<<"New student age is "<<student.TestAge()<<" years old. \n"; 

  



 Person p4; //create object p4 of type Person 

 p4.Profile(); // 

 cout<<"New weight after eating is "<<p4.Eat()<<"kg.\n"; 

 p4.Profile(); 

 cout<<"New weight after eating is "<<p4.Eat()<<"kg. \n"; 

 p4.Profile();//use profile between successive calls to eat/diet 

 cout<<"New weight after eating is "<<p4.Eat()<<"kg. \n"; 

 p4.Profile(); 

 cout<<"New weight after eating is "<<p4.Eat()<<"kg. \n"; 

 cout<<"New weight after eating is "<<p4.Eat()<<"kg. \n"; 

 cout<<"New weight after dieting is "<<p4.Diet()<<"kg. \n"; 

 cout<<"New weight after dieting is "<<p4.Diet()<<"kg. \n"; 

 p4.Profile(); 

 cout<<"New weight after dieting is "<<p4.Diet()<<"kg. \n"; 

 cout<<"New weight after dieting is "<<p4.Diet()<<"kg. \n"; 

 p4.Profile(); 

 cout<<"New weight after dieting is "<<p4.Diet()<<"kg. \n"; 

 cout<<"New weight after dieting is "<<p4.Diet()<<"kg. \n"; 

 cout<<"New weight after dieting is "<<p4.Diet()<<"kg. \n"; 

 p4.Profile(); 

} 

 

Homework: 

Model in C++ the classes Car and Wildlife by choosing attributes and writing for each class: 

setters, getters, implicit constructor as well as standard methods. 

 

Write each class in a separate .cpp file. 

  

 


